
1 - The adviser asked me to .................. my research proposal and check the mistakes I have made as to
my possible findings.

hear about get along turn off go through

2 - They decided to spend £2,000 setting up each of the at-home operators, equipping them with PCs
and .................. phone lines.

linked discovered dedicated signal

3 - Great pressure was put on the police to .................. the terrorists as soon as possible.

catch direct contain retire

4 - We should fix our old car, .................. we should go by bus.

but so or since

5 - I leave no  .................. in my life for anyone coming to me by accident. I prefer to spend time with a
small group of my close friends.

 care  thought  diary room

6 - Which sentence is grammatically correct?

The story is read by children. Many mistakes make by all the students. 

We can help him, Can we? A beautiful smile was see on her face. 

7 - I decided to keep a .................. of our trip to Isfahan and shiraz.

dear diary score pigeon

8 - Just stay for a moment and listen carefully to what I'm talking, .................. ?

do you don't you will you won't you

9 - Which sentence is grammatically WRONG?

There is no possibility of changing the exam time, is there?

Tom knows that his father is in the hospital, doesn't he?

The computer is working. It fixed while you were outside.

I don't think anyone will volunteer to help those people, will they?

10 - I was .................. warned not to work so hard.

repeatedly poorly peacefully successfully

11 - The football team played very well and they .................. gold medal for it.

serve deserve discover inform

12 - The increasing construction of factories in this area is believed to .................. the wildlife; that’s why
people are gathering in front of the president’s office.

endanger increase protect divide
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13 - The ticket price was set at $150 million per tourist and .................. finding these super-wealthy thrill
seekers wasn't easy.

not surprisingly most importantly it's a pity by the way

14 - Thinking about my friends’ education in Urbana-Champaign in Illinois State and about what they do
there in their daily life is really  ..................  for me.

simple proper common amazing

15 - We should employ young yet skillful people to boost our general productivity, not the ones that are
.................. based on friendship with no attention to their actual capabilities.

unexpected recommended abbreviated distinguished

16 - Working on highly .................. technology to replace the old one, our scientists came to realize how
new sources of energy operate.

advanced average accessible peaceful

17 - As a faithful single parent, she, always with enough time to .................. , was eager to please and be
funny to her kids.

spare burst generate compile

18 - Hasan's mother died when he was two and he was actually .................. by his father alone.

brought up depended on kept to himself watched out

19 - So he assured you that without your help, those two can't get the job done, .................. ?

don't you can't they can't you didn't he

20 - I am not going to give up my job until I am told that my services ..................

no longer needed needed any longer are no longer needed to be needed no longer

21 - A: “Look at that old building ! I think it is not so safe and reliable.”
B: “Yes. One day .................. ”

it has fallen down they will fall down it is falling down it will fall down

22 - She had a great business .................. , and for that reason, I congratulate her for taking the difficult
step to retire".

event ethic invitation mission

23 - Gabriel said that the new semester starts on March 4, .................. ?

didn’t Gabriel doesn’t she doesn’t it isn’t it

24 - The car had to be .................. because it was old and no longer in working condition.

converted replaced expanded prevented 

25 - Which sentence is grammatically correct?

He told many times to stop talking in class.

It can be an amazing story, can it?

The airplane from Tabriz arrives at ten o'clock, doesn't it?

The best score were achieved by her son.
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26 - The student's questions .................. by the teacher.

were answered was answered were answering answered

27 - Nobody arrived at home on time, .................. ?

do they did they do it did it

28 - They invited nobody .................. ?

didn't they did they don't they do they

29 - Which part of the following sentence is grammatically WRONG?
  "Hafez  to be  one of   persian ."

A B C D

30 - A: Who .................. the telephone?
B: I think it .................. by Graham Bell.

invented - was invented invented - invented

was invented - invented was invented - was invented

31 - You are Iranian, .................. ?

are you aren't you are I aren't I

32 - A: Tom, where are you going? We have a lot to do.
B: I know. I'll be back ..................

a move while a little while while a little a few while

33 - The goal keeper jumped and .................. the ball in one hand.

caught found boost lower

34 - I hope to get my computer .................. this year.

diploma advice average memory

35 - It's a .................. that he didn't accept the job.

pity plain kitty pilgrim

36 - I believe and try to prove that it doesn’t take much .................. to work out that both stories can’t be
true at once.

brain success duty pity

37 - Millions of tons of coal .................. every day to produce energy.

are burning are burnt burnt will burn

known
  

A

as
 
B

the most famous
  

C

poets of all time
  

D
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